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Research Questions

 How does the consumer search through available 
information

 Is there an optimal amount of information for the 
seller to provide? Information overload?

 Is there an optimal total amount of information 
for a consumer to have?

 How do these two compare? TMI?
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Related Literature…

 Information overload (Jacoby, Speller and Kohn 1974, Jacoby 1977, 

Malhotra, Jain, and Lagakos 1982) is “when the individual is plunged into 

a fast and irregularly changing situation, or a novelty-loaded context…his 

predictive accuracy plummets. He can no longer make the reasonably 

correct assessments on which rational behavior is dependent.” (Toffler 

1970)

 Alternative-overload (Jacoby, Speller and Kohn 1974, Iyengar and Lepper

2000, Kamenica 2008, Kuksov and Villas-Boas 2010)

 Search for information (Hauser, Urban, and Weinberg 1993, Branco, Sun, 

and Villas-Boas 2012).

 Investment in R&D projects (Roberts and Weitzman 1981) 
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General Set-up

 Information is on attribute-fit of each attribute

 Seller decides how many attributes to have information on

 She knows the ranking of importance of attributes and gives information on 

most important attributes

 Consumers observe total amount of information available, and check 

attributes sequentially (and randomly) at a cost

 At each step of the process, decides whether to continue searching, buy, or 

exit

 Results hold as long as one of the two following conditions hold:

 The order in which information is processed is not COMPLETELY controlled

 Consumer does not know importance of an attribute prior to processing it 
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Illustrative Example

 Consider product with large number of attributes, only one very important, 

all others with importance close to zero

 If information on all attributes is provided, consumer has to spend high 

search costs to find out the important attribute  consumer does not search 

and does not buy

 If information is provided only on important attribute, consumer searches 

that attribute and buys if good fit

 Less information is better (information overload effect)
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A Two-Attribute Model

 A consumer has prior valuation v < 0, and can incur 

search cost c to check out each additional product 

attribute

 His valuation can go either up or down by zi when 

checking out attribute 𝑖 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵}

 Attribute A is more important: zA >zB

 Both attributes affect purchase: 𝑣 + 𝑧𝐴 + 𝑧𝐵 > 0, 𝑣 + 𝑧𝐴 −

𝑧𝐵 < 0 and 𝑣 + 𝑧𝐴 > 0 > 𝑣 + 𝑧𝐵
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Results with Two Attributes

 If only 1 attribute is provided, consumer buys 
with prob ½

 When both attributes are provided
 Consumer sees A first

 A is positive  buy if c>(zB-zA-v)/2

 A is negative  exit

 Consumer sees B first
 B is positive  search again if c<(v+zA)/2

 B is negative  exit

 Purchase prob is 3/8<1/2, consumer’s EU also lower
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A Large Number of Attributes

 One representative consumer and one seller

 The consumer’s “true” utility is

where xi is zi or –zi with prob. 1/2; zi is different 
across attributes, xi reflects “news” from attribute i

 His utility after checking n attributes is
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Continuous process

 Divide each attribute into k sub-attributes, when k∞, the 

limit of the expected utility process through search becomes 

now a Brownian motion

 The average informativeness of the search process decreases 

with the total amount of information T:

 To keep the process stationary, suppose the mass of attributes 

with 𝑖 ∈ 𝑡1, 𝑡2 is 𝜀(𝑡2 − 𝑡1), where 𝜀 is distributed with cdf

1 − 𝑒−𝜀 and has expected value of 1  constant hazard rate of 

running out of attribute 1/T
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The Consumer’s Problem

 At each point of time, consumer choose among

 Continue to search (if more info is available)

 Stop searching, buy the product

 Stop searching, without buying the product

 Expected utility if keep on searching:
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The Optimal Stopping Rule

 The two bounds are 

symmetric around 0

 Starting point v does 

not affect the 

boundaries

 Bell shaped in T and 

decrease with c
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Purchase Likelihood
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 For v<0, higher 

likelihood with higher v 

and lower c

 For v<0, purchase 

likelihood increases 

with purchase threshold

 If v<0 and not too 

negative, optimal T is 

interior



Information Overload Result

 Optimal amount information for seller is interior/finite 

(assume v<0).

 If T is too small, not enough attributes to check  exit

 If T is too large, average informativeness of each attribute is low 

unlikely to get sufficient number of positive attributes to want to 

purchase  no search and no purchase  Too Much Information!
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Optimal Amount of Information Increases with v

Intuition: when v is higher, consumer is more likely to search, and seller 

worries less about overloading and puts more info out there to make u positive
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Seller vs. Consumer

Result: 

Intuition: 

 Seller only wants that the consumer buys, even if EU is small

 Consumer prefers to buy when EU is high

 EU is higher when T is lower: less search costs and a more 

effective search process
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Optimal T for Consumer and Seller
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Deterministic Termination of Search

 Result: The optimal amount of information that maximizes the 

probability of purchase is (still) interior. 
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Conclusions

 There is an optimal amount of information to 

make available:

 If too little information, consumers run out of 

attributes to check.

 If too much information, average informativeness of 

attributes checked is low  less search and less 

purchase (information overload effect)

 Results hold even after incorporating price

 Seller gives more information than what the 

consumer wishes for  Too Much Information!
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Thank You!


